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.Absi:nJtL Experimental science clWlsifies knowledge derived from observntions. The experi~
mentor sets up an appaxll.tus, use9 it to collect data, and WlB1yzes the data to sus\.uin or refute
hypoU!cscs. The result of one line of inve:rti,Bll.Uon can be e. model tlw.t becomes the appllJ"ll.tus
for another line of investigution. Two examples from the area of performance evuluation ure
used to illu9trate. The M-4.4/44X project at IBM Watson RC9caTch Lob in the mid 18005 cvo.luQted
conccpls of time sharing, c9pccially aboul memory policies and pronram behavior, by imple-
menting and measuring them on an IBM 7044. The sludy of queueiJ18 network models 9incc
1971 illustratcs how strong interaction between theory and experiment can produce II. model
(the Bard-Schweitzer mean value equations) that isllUlIicienUy 9imple to serve as the Btarting
point lor new lines 01 investigation ot system models.
t'l'his work supported in part by NSF Grant MCS78·017Z9. PIlrt. of
this paper is based on the editorial, "What is Experimcntol
Computer Science?" by P. J. Denning in Cbmmunicl1hons of ACM,








What is experimental computer science? This question has been widely dis-
cussed ever since the Feldman Report was published (1979 [16]). Many com-
puter scientists believe that survival of their discipline is intimately linked to
their ability to rejuvenate experimentation. The National Science Foundation
instituted the Coordinated Experimental Research Program (CERP) in 1979 to
help universities set up facilities capable of supporting experimental research.
other agencies of government are considering similar programs. Some indus-
trial firms are ofl'ering similar help through mode6t cash grants and equipment
discounts.
What is experimental computer science? Surprisingly, computer scientists
disagree on the answer. A few believe that computer scienCe is in flux -- making
a transition from theoretical to experimental science - and, hence, no Opera-
tional definition is yet available, Some believe that it is all the non-theoretical
activities of computer science, especially those conferring "hands-on" experi-
ence. Quite a few believe that it is large system development projects -- i.e.,
computer and software engineering - and they cite MIT's Multics, Berkeley's
version of Bell Labs' UNIX, the ARPAnet, IBM's database System R, and Xerox's
Ethernet-based personal computer network as examples.
These beliefs are wrong. There are well-established staridards for experi-
mental science. The field of performance evaluation meets these standards and
provides examples of experimental science for the rest of the computing field.
Hypotheses, Apparatus, and Tests
Science classifies knowledge. Experimental science classifies knowledge
derived from observations. The experimenters set up an apparatus, use it to
collect data about a phenomenon, and then analyze the data to sustain or refute
hypotheses about that phenomenon. The result of one line of investigation may
be a model that becomes the apparatus for a later line of investigation.
The experimental apparatus may be a real system or subsystem - for
example, the program implementing a hashing algorithm, an interactive com-
puter system, or a paging algorithm. But the apparatus can also be a model--
for example. a queueing network or a simulator of YM/370,
The hypothesis may concern a law of nature -- for example, one can test
whether a hashing algorithm's average search time is a small constant indepen-
dent of the table size by measuring a large number of retrievals. The hypothesis
may concern characteristics of people - for example, one can test whether
interactive computing improves programmer productiVity by comparLng the
ability of control groups to solve problems with and Without interactive termi-
nals. The hypothesis may deal with design principles of computers - for exam-
ple, one can determine which paging algorithm is be.st by controlled experi-
ments wLth different algorithms managing the same workload. The hypothesis
may concern the quality of models -- for example. one can systematically meas-
ure the errors between reponse-time estimates calculated by a queueing net-
work model and the real response times measured in a computer. system.
The key concepts here are an apparatus for collecting data, a hypothcsis,
and systematic analysis to see whether the data supports the hypothesis. There







. The whole point of science 1s to discover which ideas are important. Experi-
ments are essential: to understand ideas and convince others of their value.
Once an idea. is assimilated by the community, the experiments behind it may
be forgotten. This is true even Df mathematics: results are reproved to improve
understanding of the underlying principles. goad results have many proofs,
social processes wlth empirical overtones help identify and simplify the best
concepts, and the best theorems eventually become definitions. [14]
No scientific discipline can be productive in the long term if its experi-
menters merely build components. Building a complex apparatus in the lab is 0.
technological effort that may require great skill. But lllliess the apparatus is
used to obtain significant new knowledge, the research is judged not to be sub-
stantive and is soon forgotten. Development projects primarily enhance the per-
sonal skHls of the developers and make products available for consumption, but
they are not primarily aimed at increasing our sum of knowledge. This is why
engineering development projects such as Mullics or the ARPAnet are not
inherently experimental science. They produce apparatuses.
Two Examples
lt is no accident that the best examples of experimental computer science
can: be found in our field. which we call performance evaluation and sometimes
systems modeling. The primary aim of our work is the construction, validation.
and evaluation of computer-system models, which are robust enough to be used
for prediction.
1 will cite two examples of experimental science in our field. The first is the
M44/44X project at IBM Watson Research Lab in the middle 1960s: this project
evaluated concepts of time sharing. especially memoiy policies and program
behavior. by implementing and measuring them. This.project is a paradigm of
experimental work in computer systems architecture. The second example is
the study of queueing network models since 1971; this line of investigation illus-
trates how strong interaction between theory and experiment can lend to a con-
ceptually simple model that may serve as the starting point for future lines of
investigation. This process is a paradigm of how yesterday's theorems can
become tomorrow's definitions. between theory and experiment.
•
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(Space limits me to two examples. I mean no offense to my colleagues who
have worked on other projects in the true spirit of experimental science.)
The M44/44XProject
The M44/44X project was conducted at the IBM Research Center in York-
lawn Heights. NY, in the middle 19608. Its purpose was to evaluate the emerging
concepts of time sharing systems by reducing them to practice and measuring
them. The central principle of its architecture was a set of virtual machines,
one for each user. The main machine was an IBM 7044 (M44 for short) and each
virtual machine was an experimental image of the 7044 (44X for short). Virtual
memory and multiprogramming were used to implement the address spaces of
the 44X's in the memory hierarchy of the M44. This machine served as the
apparatilll for numerous experiments about memory policy and program
behavior.
O'Neill (1967 [20]) described the system architecture and early experience
with it. It is interesting that they recognized the problem of thrashing and
soLved it with a load controller.
Les BeLady conducted a series of projects to understand the behavior of
paging algorithms, the effects of page size, and the costs of storage fragmenta-
tion. His comprehensive paper (1966 [2]) significantly increased our knowledge
of paging algorithms applied to individual programs in fixed allocations of main
memory. Belady studied haU' a dozen policies and their variants. He concluded
that LRU is better than FIFO, but that a simple variant of FIFO (the forerunner of
loday's CLOCK) gave a good approximation to LRU. He invented the optimo.l
algorithm (MIN) and compared it with the realizable ones. He measured the
effects of page size on performance. including the amount of superfluous infor-
mation on pages (words not referenced after the page is loaded in main
memory). His study was a model for similar experiments in other systems that
independently .corroborated his basic findings. The paper is still read today.
In studying the extension of his results to multiprogramming, Belady
discovered that system performance is improved by varying the space allocated
to individual programs: variable partitioning is more efficient than fixed.. He and
Carl Kuehner (1967 [3], 1969 [4]) proposed a model for this that exploited that
concave-up shape of the lifetime curve of a program. (The lifetime curve gives
the mean virLual time between page faults when a given amount of space is allo-
cated to the program.)
In joint work wiLh Robert Nelson and Jerry Shedler (1969 [5]), IJelady
observed that Lhe FIFO policy has anomalous beha.vior ~- that is, it may increase
paging in response to increased space allocation. (They demonstrated that
adding one page to memory may double the paging rate.) This work influenced




Brian Randell continued the work on storage fragmentation (1969 [21]). He
concluded that internal fragmentation is more serious than external fragmenta-
tion. He proposed a new addressing mechanism (partitioned segmentation) that
allocated a large segment as a "head" consisting of pages and a "tail" consisting
of a segment shorter than the page size.
Even as Belady and his colleagues experimented with the architecture of
memory management policies, David Sayre, Frances Gustavson, Barbara Brawn,
and E. Mankin were studying the virtual memory hypothesis: the performance of
properly tuned automatic memory management is better than the performance
of the best handcrafted manual overlay strategy (1968 [7J, 1969 [25], 1970 [8]).
They compared programs run on the M44 with the automatic memory manager
on and off to conclude that the hypothesis is correct for programs exhibiting
locality of reference. This set of experiments laid to rest the remaining doubts
about the efficacy of virtual memory.
Since the time of the M44 experiments, approximately 200 researchers
around the world have contributed to the experimental effort to understand and
optimize virtual memory operating systems (Denning 1970 [15],1960 [16]). '"
Aside possibly from the experimental work by Yon Bard and his colleagues on
the CP-67 and VM/370 operating systems at IBM Scientific Center in Cambridge,
MA, I am not aware of any similar project. The M44/44X project is a unique mile-
stone along the highway of experimental computer science.
Queueing Network Models
The theory of stochastic queueing networks was developed in the 1950s and
1960s by Jackson, Gordon, and Newell. [17] This theory captured the interest of
the computing community in 1971, when Jeff Buzen pointed out their application
to the central server system and showed how to efficiently compute standard
performance metrics in this model. [9, 10] Since that time, a significant portion
of the systems modeling community has been studying the queueing network
h:ypothesis: the queueing network model is an accurate, robust description of
standard performance metrlcs tor a wide class ot common computer systems.
The principal result of the Jackson-Gordan-Newell theory is that the
steady·state probability of seeing ,state n::: (nl' ... ,nK) in a closed network





. G(N) II F.(n.).
'This collective wisdom has unIor1.unalely not much influenced the
design of large mainframe machines - e.g., the VAX-II does not
have- uSllge bits. I regard this as evidence of the power of the
belief that engineering, nol science, is the driving force behind
progress in computing.
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l'A. is the mean number of visits by a customer to station k. S,I::: (n) IS the mean
lime between service completions when n customers are present at station k I
and
K
G(N) = L; IT F.(n.)
aU n .1:=1
is a normalizing constant. This result is formidable not only visually -- it is com-
putationally infeasible because of the enormous size of the state space.
Duzen's discovery (1971 [10], 1973 [11]) wa.3 a simple recursion formula for
calculating G(N) and then. from it, the other performance metries. In the case
of load-independent stations. Buzen's formula is
g(n.') = g(n.'-l) + D.g(n-l,')
where Die ;:: lJ: Sic is the average total processing demand per customer at sta-
tion k. The normalizing constant is G(N) ;:: 9 (N ,K), the utilization of slation k
is
G(N -1)
U. (N) = D. G(N)
and the mean queue length at station k is attainable from the recursion
N = 1.2....
where Q" (0) = O. The mean response time per visit to station k can be obtained
from
Because the algorithms for these formulae are compact and efficient, they
are easy to program, even on hand calculators. Many validation studies were
undertaken to compare the accuracy of these easiiy used models with data [rom
real systems. It was soon found that the formula for Uk will typically estimate
the actual utilization to within 5% and the formula for Qk will typically estimate,
the actual mean queue length to within 2570. [17] In fact, the accuracy of these
models is now so well trusted, that most analysts suspect an error in the model
or its parameters if the formulae ·do not produce answers within these toler-
ances.
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In 1975 Baskett, Chandy, Muntz, and Palacios extended the product form
solution to include multi-class networks. [6] (Each class has its own parameters
~ V,l;~ and (Sk (nH.) The Buzen algorithms were extended for this case by Reiser
and Kobayashi (1975 [23]). Jeff Buzen and I proposed operational analysis to
help explain wby all these models work well even when the stochastic assump-
tions do not.seem to apply (Denning & Buzen 1978 [12, 17J),
By this time the models were being applied [or large systems .- many custo-
mers, stations, and job classes. Numerical instabilities were encountered in the
algorithms under high loads N (due to overflow or underflow in the calculations
of the normalizing constant). This inspired Reiser and Lavenberg (1978: sec
[24]) to propose new recursions, called mean value analysis, that avoided these
problems:
R.(N) = S.{1 + ",,(N-I)), k = I, ... X
K
Xo(N) = N/ L; Vj,R. (N)
,\;=1
((.eN) = Xo(N) V.R.(N), k = I, ... X
where Xo(N) is the overall system throughput. Starting from Qk- (0) = 0, these
equations are iterated for N = 1,2, ... until the desired load is reached. Because
these equations do not calculate normalizing constants, they are not susceptible
to overflow or underflow. (However. if these equations are extended to calculate
the queue-length distributions, numerical problems may reappear (Chandy and
Sauer 1980 [13]), which has inspired further work by Reiser (1980 [22]) on
hybrid approaches.)
In using these equations, many intermediate values will be calculated and
discarded en route to the mean values of response time, throughput, and queue
lcng'th for a large load N. Yon Bard, in consultation 'with Paul Schweitzer, pro-
posed to approximate the mean queue length Qj; (N -1) by a linear proration
down from ({.(N): [1. 12]
"" (N -I) = N;/ ({.eN)





S. (1 + ~Q.), k - l, ... ,K
Xo = N I ~V.R.
Q" = XoVkR,,,, k = 1, ... ,K
Starting from an initial guess of Q", = NI K. these equations are iterated until
the value of Qk converges. They are surprisingly accurate (Bard 1979 [lJ. Buzen
& Denning 1980 [12]).
I have now arrived at my main point: The Bard-Schweitzer equations can be
used as the starting point fOT a theory of queueing networks. The first equation
has a simple intuitive explanation (the response time is the mean time per cus-
tomer multiplied by the mean number of customers just after an arrival); the
second and third equations are operational laws. A growing body of experimen-
tal evidence shows that these equations are sufiiciently accurate and robust for
many common systems. More experimental work remains, to precisely identify-
the class of systems for which these equations are good approximations.
Much of our understanding, experimenting, and experience of flfteen years
with queueing networks has been distilled into a tine essence, ·captured by these
equations. We can now present them to practitioners and students and know
that they will be used well. This could not have happened without constant, com-
plementary interaction between theoreticians and experimenters. We arc wit-
nessing a great scientific achievement.
Conclusion
The established standards of science can be used to distinguish true experi-
mental reasearch from engineering development projects in our field. The
specialty of systems modeling contains the best examples of true experimental
science. I have dwelt here on two. The M44/44X project is a paradigm of experi-
mental study to evaluate the architecture of computer systems. The evolution
of queueing network models is a paradigm of the interaction between theory and
experiment, demonstrating that yesterday's theorems - the mcan value equa-
tions -- are tomorrow's definitions.
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Although] have said that the systems modeling specialty contains the best
examples of experimental computer science, 1 do not mean to imply that all
work in this specialty is exemplary or that no work in other specialties is in the
true spirit of experimental science.
In emphasizing that development projects are not necessarily experimental
science, I do not mean to, downgrade development projects. These projects can
make lffiportant contributions to computer and software engineering, which are
as important to the computing field as theory and experiment.
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